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A METHOD OF COmLATING THE GROUND EFFECTS ON THE LONGITUDINAL 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SLENDER WINGS 

by 

D. L. I. Kirkpatrick 

This Report describes a method of calculating the ground ef'feot on the 
longitudinal characteristics of a slender wing when the span/height ratio 

is smll. The results obtained are compared with those obtained from 
Gersten's method, valid when the span/height ratio is large. Prom these two 

sets of results is derived a method of correlating the measured ground efPe0t.s 
on the normal force and pitching moment on various slender wings, and hence a 
means of estimating the ground effect on aqy slender wing at aw height above 

the groun&. 

* Replaces R.A.E. Techruoal Report 69190 - A.R.C. 31798 
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1 IiVTRODUCTTON 

several years ago, during research associated with the development of 
slender-wing aircraft, wind-tunnel tests indicated. that the characteristics 

of such aircraft close to the ground would be significantly ddferent from 
their characteristics in free air (see Fig.1); and in particular that the 

effect of ground proximity could increase their lift by more than 5%' at 

touchdown. The size of this ground effect and of the associated effects on 

the aircraft's stability emphasieed the need for more information about the 

dependence of the ground effect on the height, shape and incidence of the air- 
craft. 

A considerable amount of experimental work has been done to discover the 

ground effect on different slender wings and wing-body combinations. Notable 

contributions have been made by Kirby and Kettle2, de Sievers3, Gersten and 
4 van der Decken , Kirkpatrick5 and Smith6 using a variety of models and test 

techniques. During the same period studies of the different methods used to 
simulate ground proximity in wind tunnels have shown that for low-aspect-ratio 

wings the method used had no appreciable influence on the measured results 397 

and that wind-tunnel results were in dose agreement with those obtained from 
azrcrsft flying close to the ground at constant height and incidence a . These 
experimental results ylelcled considerable information about the ground effect 
phenomena but, in the absence of a ground effect theory, the dependence of 
these phenomena on the height, planform and incidence of the wings tested could 
not satisfactorily be correlated, though some empirxal correlations of the 
lift increment induced by ground proximity have been attempted 113 . 

An endeavour to formulate a ground effect theory and provide a basis for 

the analysis of wind-tunnel results was presented in 1965 by Gersten and 
4 van der Decken . They considered the case of a plane slender wing at small 

incidence very close to the ground so that the flow field round the wing and 

its image in the ground plane could be assumed to be two-dimensional (see 
Fig.2a), and solved the two-dimensional potential equation in a plane 
perpendicular to the free stream so that the solution satisfied the appro- 

priate boundary condition at the spanwise cross-sections of the wing and its 
image. They then calculated the ground effect on the local normal force 

coefficient as a function of the local span/hel&t ratio and hence predicted 
the ground effect on the normal force and pitching moment of slender wings. 
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But this theory is only applicable to wings so close to the ground that the 

local span/height ratio is evewhere large and at such small incidences that 
the effect of the leading-edge vortices is negligible. Consequently it is not 
surprising that at the incidences typical of the approach and landing of a 
slender aircraft there are considerable discrepancies between the ground 

effects predicted by their theory and those obtained by experiment. 

This present Report presents in section 2 a theory which can be used to 

calculate the ground effect on a slender wing at small incidence not very close 
to the ground so that the span/height ratio is small. In this case the 

ground effect on the flow field round a slender wing was assumed to be similar 
to the effect of doublets distributed along the .sxls of the wing's image from 
its apex reerwards to infinity (see Fig.2b); these doublets were directed 
upwards perpendicular to the plane of the image and their strength and distri- 

bution were determined from the aerodynamic loading distribution on the wing. 
Some of the results of this method of calculation are presented and discussed. 

It is then demonstrated in section 3 that, altough Gersten's theory4 and 
the present theory are valid only when the span/height ratio is very large and 

very small respectively, the results of these two theories may be used to 
define the limits of a curve correlating the measured ground effects on the 
n0rms.l force on various slender wings at low incdence and at various heights. 

The curve may be used to correlate, with reasonable accuracy, the measured 
ground effects on the pitching moment characteristics of these wings. This 
successful correlation at low incidence suggests a method of correlating the 
ground effects on the longitudinal characteristics of slender wings at 

incidences appropriate to the take-off and landing of slender aircraft. The 
correlating clurves may be used to estimate the ground effect on a~ slender 

wing at aw incidence and any height above the ground. 

2 CALCULATION OF THE GROUND EFFECT ON A SLENDER WING 

The flow field round a slender wing flying close to the ground at sub- 
sonic speed and at high incidence, e.g. during take-off or landing, is 

extremely complex and difficult to calculate. In 1966 Smith' presented a 

method of calculating the conical flow field round a plane delta wing but . 
there is little hope of an early extension of this method to the case of 
subsonic non-conical flow and still less of the further extension needed to 

calculate the effects of ground proximity. 
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It is nsrvetheless useful to develop methods of calculating the ground 
effect on denier wings in certain speoisl cases where simplifying assumptions 

can be made, e.g. the ground effect on wings at smsll incidence very close to 
the grounds has been calculated by Gersten'. The present Report describes a 

method of calculating the ground effects on slender wings at small incidence 
&very close to the ground. In this method it is assumed that the 

incidence of the wing is so small that the effects of the leading-edge 
vortices and of the chordwise variationofits height may be neglected, and 
that its height is so large that the span/height ratio is smalL It should be 
noted that these assumptions place no restrictions on the chord/height ratio. 

It is further assumed that the velocity increment induced. at the wing by the 
proximity of the ground is approximately vertical and is similar to that 
induced by a distribution of doublets along the sxis of the wing's image in 
the ground plane, from its apex rearwards to infinity (see Fig.2b). These 
doublets are directed upwards and their strength p/unit length is obtained 
from the aerodynamic loading distribution on the wing using the equation 

S 

P(X) = 2 
I 

Y -f&y) ay, 
0 

where y is the x-component of vorticity in the wing surface or the trailing 
vortex sheet and s is the local semi-span of the wing. In accordance with 
the slender-wing theory of R. T. Jones IO , the vortioity distribution is 
assumed to be the same as that on a flat plate of breadth 2s normsl to a two- 
dimensional flow having the velocity Ua, i.e. 

Y(X,Y) = 2v,*pT2 

therefore p(X) = Uas2 = U N(X)/2q, 

where N(X) is the narmd force on the part of the wing forward of station X. 
The upwash induced at a point (X,Y) on the surface of a slender wing at 

height H above the groud by doublets of strength v(X')distributed alon&the 
axis of the wing's image at a distance H below the ground is calculated from 

the expression . 

d3Y) = I 
m &$ 8~~ - (X- PI2 - u2 aX, 

0 
[(X - Xl)&+ y2 + 4I-w~ 
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Since the span/height ratio is small the spsnwise variation 3 Of the upwash 
is negligible and the local increase of incidence &z(X) due to ground effect is 

pa(x) = m NJ& 

1 
8~' - (x-X*)2 

0 
8~ q [(x _ xq2 + w2]5/2 

ax’ 

= N(x) 8h2 - (x - x')~ ax, 

0 8x q c2 [(x - xl)* + 4h2F2 

where h = H/o, X = VC and X' = Xl/c. Because the wing is not very close to 
the ground and the ground effect on it is therefore small, the aerodynamic 

loading distribution on the wing and its image may be assumed to 
different from the loading on the wing in free air. Hence 

be negligibly 

dX’ 

where the subscript 00 denotes values taken infinitely far from the ground. 
Assuming that the normsl force on a slender wing in cambered flow is pro- 
portionel to the incidence at the trailing edge, as predicted by slender-body 

theory, then the normal force increment induced by the presence of the ground 
is 

ACN 
dCN = rAa(l) 

therefore 

If (x' -I)/.% = tan 8, then 
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c 

,I -1 2 
where 8, = tan Hence, denoting the value of z by F 

an&the integral by I(O,), 

EN - 

cNce 
= & ; * I@,) . 

0 

The variation with h of the value of I(8,) was calculated for two wings whose 

aerodynamic loading distributions in free air corresponded with those predicted 
No = p* md by slender-body theory for a delta and a gothic wing, i.e. N(,) 

N x' 
tf N1 = (2x - x12)2 respectively. The calculated. variations were plotted in 

Fig.ja which shows that the value of I(e,) is not critically dependent on the 
form of the loading distribution and Justifies retrospectively the earlier 
assumption thatw = [WI, Fig.3b shows that, since it may reasonably 

- - 
be assumed that most slender wings have loading distributions sunilar to those 
quoted above, only negligible errors ye introduced by assuming that I(8,) = 2, 
irrespective of the loading &&rib&ion of the wing considered. Hence 

ACN ACL 
-=- 
cN cL m 

3 CORBEL4TION OF THE GROUND EFFECT ON SLFJDEB WINGS 

3.1 At small incidence 

It is interesting to compare the results of the theory presented in the 
preceding section with those of Gersten's theory4. His theory assumes the 
validity of slender body theory, i.e. that 3 

[I da c-3 
=yLoP=1, and predicts 

that for large values of the span/height ratio the local aerodynamic loading 
on a slender wing at smellt incidence is 

c 



SC the normal force coefficient near the ground is 

1 Aa cN = 2 s ( 5.2 77 + l-08 g q2 > dq . 0 
Consequently the change in the normal force coefficient 

effect 1s 
1 

ACN = + 
i( 

5.2 q + 1.08; q2 
> 

dq - 

0 

therefore 

ACN b 
q-= 

o-115 fi - 0.173 , 

m 

due to the ground 

z&i! 
2 

irrespective of the wing's slenderness or loading distribution. The theory in 
section 2 predicts that, for small values of' the span/height ratio, the ground 
effect on a slender wing is virtually independent of its planform and equals 

co 

Thus each theory predicts that the ground effect is pramarily dependent on the 
span/height ratio, b/H. 

The variations with b/H of the ground effects predicted by these two 
theories were plotted in Fig.& and compared with experimental vslues obtained 
from wind-tunnel tests on various slender wings (see Appendix). It was found 
that at small values of b/H the experimental results were close to the curve 

calculated from the theory presented in section 2, but that as b/H increased the 
experimental results diverged from this curve and tended to approach the curve 
calculated from Gersten's theory. To correlate the experimental results a curve, 

referred to as the interpol&ed curve, was drawn through the experimental results 
so that it corresponded with Gersten's cukve at large values of b/H and with the 

curve obtained from the present theory at smsll values of b/H. Fig.5 shows 
that all the experimental results lie very close to this interpolated curve 
which, for 0 < b/ii < 6, may be approtimated by the expression 
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The interpolated curve may be used to correlate the measured ground 

effect on the position of the centres of pressure of various slender wings 

at small incidence. For this correlation it was assumed that the ground effect 
on the norma.l force N(x) on the part of a slender wing forward of station x is 

dependent on the span/height ratio at that station, i.e. that 

= G(x). 

This assumption is similar to that underlying slender body theory. The chord- 

wise position of the centre of pressure is g$ven by the expression 

1 

so the change in its position due to ground. effect is 

. HX 
assuming that the incidence is so small that H , -H = 1. This expression 

shows that the ground effect on the centre of pressure, unlike that on the 
normal force, is dependent on the planfom and loading distribution of the 

wing considered as well as on its span/height ratio. Although the loading 
Fx 

parameter F , 
-# 

is generally not tiown accurately, the ground effect on the 
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centre of pressure of Fx expre;sion for F , . -H 
a particular wing may be estimated using an approximate 

Experimental measurements of the stability of slender .~ ~~ 
wings ' ', and of the distribution of aerodyansmlc loading on them "'I5 have 

indicated that for a gothic wing 2Ek4 f 1 and that for a delta wing ax 

is proportional to (1 - x") so that 
n t 2 2x" 

= 7 - 7;- , where 

=n 
n+2' Using these approximations for , some 

m 

values of Ax 
CP 

for gothic and delta wings were calculated and plotted in Flg.6 

which shows that the calculated values are close to the experimental results. 

3.2 At large incidence 

Having thus established a successful method of correlating the effect of 
ground proximity on the longitudinal characteristics of a slender wing at very 

small incidence, it is appropriate to investigate the possibility of using 
this method as a basis for correlating the measured. ground effects on slender 
wings at incidences typical of the take-off and landing of a slender aircraft. 

It has been demonstrated that at small incidence 

AcL 
I.42 

-= 
cL 

* 
w 

If, following the example of Spence', the position of a slender wing relative 

to the ground is defined by the angle of incidence and the height of the mean- 
quarter-chord point, then the ground effect may be written as 

where f is as yet an unknown function of a and. b/H a 
AcN 

. 

Experimental values of F (see Appendix) were plotted against b/H 
$ 

in Fig.7 

ACN m 
- is independent of wing incidence, planform and aspect which shows that F cN 

m 
ratio and that 

EN 

0 

Id+2 
-= 
F cN 

0.045 & - 
M 7 
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Consequently the ground effect on the lift characteristic of' aqy slender wing 

r at any height and incidence msIybe estimated using the measured free air 
characteristic and the span/height ratio. 

&%I 
. 

Since F cN 
- is independent of incidence, the ground effect on the 

position of the zntre of pressure of' a wing at moderate incidence may be 

estimated by folItcwing the same procedure as for small incidence in 
section 3.1 and assuming 

where H;(x) is the height of the mean-quarter-chord point of the part of the 

wing forward of station x. Hence 

I. 

. 

Fx 
Using the same expression for F , 

--I+ 
as in section 3.1, some values of hop for 

gothic and delta wings at an incidence of 15 degrees were calculated and 

compared in Fig.8 with experimental results. Considering the complexity of 

the flow field rouda slender wing at large incidence near the groun& the 

agreement between the calculated values and the experimental results is 
reasonably good. 

4 CONCLUDING RBdAM.7 

This Report presents a method of calculating the ground effect on the 

normal force on a slender wing at small incidence not very close to the ground. 

The Repor+ also describes how the results obtained from this method and 
those obtained from an earlier method4 may be used to define the limits of a 

simple curve correlating the measured ground effects on the normal force on 

various slender wings at low incidence and at various heights. The curve may 

be used to correlate, with reasonable accuracy, the measured ground effects on 

the centres of pressure of these wings. This successful correlation at low 

incidence suggests a method of correlating the ground effects on the longitudinal 

characteristics of slender wings at incldences appropriate to the take-off and 
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landing of slender aircraft. The correlating curves, coupled with the 
empnicd expressions for the small thickness effects discussed in the 
Appendix, provide a method of e&mating the ground effect on aqy slender wing 
at aqv incidence and any height above the ground. 
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Appendix 

EFFECTS OF WING THICKNESS 

Both of the ground effect theories discussed in this Report are strictly 
valid only for slender wings of zero thickness. All the wind-tunnel tests 

to investigate ground effects have been made using wings of small. but finite 

thickness; these tests have shown that the ground effect on a slender wing 
is affected by its thickness and that this thickness effect yields at zero 

incidence a negative lift increment and a positive pitching moment increment. 
It was therefore necessary to calculate from the experimental data the values 
of parameters which were almost independent of wing thickness and could be 

compared. with the theoretical predictions. The parameters chosen and 
calculated were 

IICN ac&k 
T = (qpT,y’ cN 

Ax 
CP 

at zero incidence, and 

AcN CL - (CL)& 
-= 
cN cL 

-1 

kop = &-($ 

at large incidence. Since the thckness effects were small and their 

variation with incidence may be presumed small, it was assumed that these 

parameters were virtually independent of wing thickness and could be compared 
with results from ground effect theories (Figs.5 to 8). 

The longitudinal characteristics of a thick slender wing near the 
EN groud msy be estimated by using,the values of - 
%a 

and Ax 
CP' 

calculated from 

the interpolated cumre in Fig.5 by the method described in section 3, in 
conjunction with the values of the thxkness effect obtained from the 

empiricd expression3 
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(cN)eo = - o-025 

(C,)eo = + O*OOT 

aerivea from the experimental results plottea in Fig.9. 
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Table 1 
HEA~WPXD GROUND EFFECTS ON STERLINGS m 213~0 INCIDENCE 

dCN AcN dC 
Wing A Ref. b/H da P 5 m Ax 

CP 
N dCN m 

Delta l-62 5 0 q-72 O-68 0 0.606 o 
2.04 l-90 04.54 0*611 o-005 
2.68 1-97 O-214 o-613 o-007 
3.04 2-02 o-250 0.615 O-009 
3.98 2.14 O-356 0-617 0.011 
5'02 2.28 o-L+80 O-621 0.015 
6.08 2.41 o-589 

Delta 1-O 2 0 1.20 0.765 0 0.648 o 
2-02 1'35 0.162 
4.44 l-55 O-382 0.664 0.016 

Gothic I.0 11 3" l-35 0.86 0 o-494 0 
1.67 O-268 o-511 o-017 

6 2.12 o-663 O-526 0.032 

:othic 0.75 12 0 I-22 o-90 0 0 
. 

4!4 :.z 
o-21 o-014 
o-41 0.023 

9 2.22 0.90 0.032 

Uild 1.36 2 0 1.66 0.78 o-:6 o-573 0 
:othic 4-2 2.12 o-594 0.021 

5.73 2.35 O-54 O-602 O-029 
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Table 2 

MEASURED GROUND EFFECTS ON SLENDER WINGS A!7 LARGE INCIDENCE 

Wing 

Delta 

1elta 

bthic 

bthic 

kild 
.othic 

A 

l-6 

1 -0 

1 -0 

1-75 

I-36 

Ref, 

5 

2 

11 

12 

2 

a 

10 

15 

IO 

15 

IO 

15 

10 

15 

10 

15 

AcN - 
cN 

0.13 
0.23 
0.31 
0.43 
0.56 
0.14 
o-23 
0.32 
0.44 

0.17 
o-35 
o-47 
o-19 
o-39 
0.55 

0.22 
O-46 
o-21 
O-42 

0-23 
o-37 
0.75 
0.25 
o-35 
0.72 

0.35 
0.43 
o-54 
0.69 
o-37 
0.47 
0.61 

B 

0.95 

I.06 

l-40 

1.67 

I.74 

2.05 

I*82 

2.34 

l-10 

1.29 

AcN 
FN 

0.14 
0-G 
0.33 
O-46 
0.59 
o-13 
0.22 
0.30 
0.42 

0.12 
0.25 
0.34 
0.12 
o-23 
o-33 

o-13 
0'27 
O-IO 
o-20 

o-13 
0.20 
o-41 
o-11 
0.16 
0.31 

0.32 
o-39 
o-49 
0.63 
0.29 
o-37 
o-47 

0.004 
o-010 
o-017 
0,025 

O-024 
o-043 

O*OlY 
0.036 

o-031 
O-060 

. 

, 



Wing 

Delta 

Delta 

Gothic 

:othic 

flild 
gothic 

A 

1.62 

1 -0 

1-o 

0.75 

1.36 

2 Table 

EFFECT OF THICKNESS ON GROUND FXFECT 

Ref. 

5 

2 

11 

12 

2 

0 
0.24 
o-30 
0.36 

0 
0.24 
0.53 

o"54 
1.08 

0 
0.49 
0.72 
1.48 

0 
0.32 
Q-37 

acN ( > da0 

1.72 

1.20 

l-35 

1.22 

I.66 

0 
-0 -00: 
-O*Oll 
-0 -015 

0 
0 

-0 -01 

0 
-0.015 
-0 -045 

0 
-0 -015 
-0.020 
-0 *o/+0 

0 
0 

-0.01 

(CNLC 
-zpTz 

0 0 0 
-0.002 oalg 0.002 
-0 -006 0*0050 0.003 
-o*cov 0.0065 0.004 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

-0.008 0.003 0.003 

0 0 0 
-0-011 0.004 o-003 
-0.033 O*Oll 0.008 

0 0 
-0.012 0.004 
-0.016 O-006 
-0.033 O-011 

0 0 
0 0.004 

-0.006 0.0055 

0 
0.003 
0.005 
0 -009 

0 
0.002 
0.003 



SYMBOLS 

A 

b 
c 

P 

aspect ratio 

span 

lift coefficient 
pitching moment coefficient 
normal force coefficient 
2 cN -- 

(") KA aa o. 

AcN - 
cN 

height 
height of the mean-quarter-chord point 

normal force on section of wing forward of station x 
aerodynamic loading dlatribution parameter 

dynamic pressure 
local semispan 
free-stream velocity 
upwash 
chordwise distance measured aft from apex 

x/o 
distance from apex to centre of pressure 

spanwise distance measured from centre line 
incidence 
vorticity 

23b 

doublet strength 
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Fig-la&b Ground effect on a delta wing (A==) 
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